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The muon catalyzed fusion cycle in mixtures of deuterium and tritium
is of particular interest due to the observation of high fusion yields. In
the D–T mixture, the most serious limitation to the efficiency of the fusion
chain is the probability of muon sticking to the α-particle produced in the
nuclear reaction. An accurate kinetic treatment has been applied to the
muonic helium atoms formed by a muon sticking to the α-particles. In this
work accurate rates for collisions of αµ+ ions with hydrogen atoms have
been used for calculation of muon stripping probability and the intensities
of X-ray transitions by solving a set of coupled differential equations nu-
merically. Our calculated results are in good agreement with experimental
data available in literature.

PACS numbers: 36.10.–k, 25.60.Pj, 31.70.Hq

1. Introduction

The feasibility of cold nuclear fusion using muons is well documented
today. The catalysis of nuclear reactions by negative muons in the cold
mixture of deuterium and tritium is known as muon catalyzed fusion (µCF )
[1-10]. Study of the muon catalyzed fusion reactions is of great interest
and carried out in many laboratories of the world recently [11-19]. Muons
can be created by the decay of pion which is generated in the collision of
intermediate-energy proton with target nuclei. In the muon catalyzed fusion
process, after injection of muon in to deuterium and tritium mixture, either
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dµ or a tµ atom is formed, with a probability proportional to the relative
concentrations of D and T in the mixture. These atoms are formed in
exited states [20,21] and then, due to cascade processes, de-excite to ground
states. The following reactions illustrate direct formation of muonic dµ and
tµ atoms

µ− + D → dµ + e− (λd) , (1)

µ− + T → tµ + e− (λt) , (2)

where e− denotes an electron and λd and λt are the rate of reactions (1)
and (2). The probability of formation of the dµ atom that will reach its 1s
ground state is quantified by the parameter q1s, which is a function of target
density, φ and tritium concentration, Ct. Also it is very sensitive to the dµ
kinetic energy distribution [22–24]. The difference between binding energies
of tµ and dµ is about 48.1 eV [24]. Therefore, the transfer of a muon from
dµ to a triton is favorable for all temperatures in the given processes

dµ + t → tµ + d + 48.1 eV (λdt) , (3)

with a rate of λdt = 2.8 × 108φ [25-28]. The muon mass is about 206.77
times larger than the mass of electron. Consequently, the size of a muonic
hydrogen atom is smaller than the one of the electronic hydrogen by the same
rate approximately. These small muonic atoms can approach other hydrogen
nuclei experiencing reduced Coulomb barrier and then induce d–t fusions.
The process in which a muonic molecule is formed is the most important
step in the µCF . The formation of muonic molecules of hydrogen isotopes
and their nuclear reactions have been the subject of many experimental and
theoretical studies [25-27]. In collisions of tµ muonic atoms with D2 and
DT molecules, the muonic molecules dtµ are formed during a time interval
τdtµ ≤ 10−8 sec [29, 30] according to the following resonance reactions

tµ + D2 → [(dtµ)Jνd2e] (λdtµ−d) , (4)

tµ + DT → [(dtµ)Jνt2e] (λdtµ−t) , (5)

λdtµ = λdtµ−dCd + λdtµ−tCt , (6)

in the excited rotational–vibrational (Jν) state with quantum number J =
ν = 1, where Cd and Ct are concentrations of deuterium and tritium nuclei,
respectively. A strong resonance effect appear due to a degeneracy in the
excited state of the dtµ and the electron molecule complex. The rate of
formation of the dtµ molecules has been found to depend strongly on tem-
perature, density and on whether collision of the tµ atom occur with a D2

or a DT molecule [24, 31, 32]. In the absence of the effect of helium atoms
and other impurities, we have

Cd + Ct = 1 . (7)
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In fact, the radius of a muonic hydrogen ion (dtµ) is much smaller
(about ∼ 200 times) than a usual electron molecule, therefore the nuclei
may tunnel the coulomb barrier with a high probability and fuse with a rate
of ≈ 1012 sec−1 [33]. In d–t fusion, α-particle (4He++) and neutron (n)
are produced. The d–t fusion reaction takes place in ∼ 10−12 sec which is
much shorter than the muon lifetime (τµ = 2.197 µ sec). Most of the neg-
ative muons are liberated to participate in the next µCF d + t + µ− →

n(14MeV)+4He (3.6MeV)+µ− cycle. This chain reaction (µCF cycle) re-
peats until the muon is lost from the cycle due to capture by a heavier
nucleus or decay.

2. Theoretical calculations

The sticking of muons to alpha particles after fusion, is an unwanted
process and eliminate muons from the chain of fusion reactions. This process
is the main loss mechanism in the µCF . The probability of forming an αµ
ion is called initial sticking probability ω0

s(= 0.912%) [34]. After muon
catalyzed D–T fusion the muon follows one of three courses: immediate
freedom, a short confinement with liberation via subsequent collisions or
a life sentence as exhibited by the following diagram:

where αµ∗ ions are formed with an energy of Ein
αµ = 3.47MeV (vin

αµ =
5.83 a.u.) then are slowed down toward thermal energy by collision with
the surrounding D2 and DT molecules. During the same time, as long as
the kinetic energy exceeds the appropriate threshold (ET

αµ ≈ 10 keV), the
αµ ion can be stripped as a result of collisions. This process is referred to
as reactivation and final sticking fraction, ωs that conventionally related to
the initial sticking fraction by ωs = (1 − R)ω0

s . The reactivation coefficient,
R depends upon the stopping power of the media and several important
cross sections. Stripping process can occur through several channels. Colli-
sions of the (αµ)1s ions with the surrounding D2 and DT molecules during
the slowing down process can result in αµ+ charge transfer, ionization or
excitation of the discrete αµ∗ levels. Stripping (charge transfer plus ioniza-
tion) can also happen from the αµ∗ which is the results of the sticking or
collisional excitation processes. The important processes induced by αµ+

are presented below:
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(a) Coulomb excitation:

αµ+(nlm) + p −→ αµ+(n
′

l
′

m
′

) + p , n
′

> n , (8)

(b) Coulomb de-excitation:

αµ+(n
′

l
′

m
′

) + p −→ αµ+(nlm) + p , n
′

> n , (9)

(c) Ionization:
αµ+(nlm) + p −→ α + p + µ− , (10)

(d) Charge transfer:

αµ+(nlm) + p −→ α + pµ , (11)

(e) Stark mixing:

αµ+(nlm) + H −→ αµ+(nl
′

m
′

) + H , l 6= l
′

, (12)

(f) Radiative:

αµ+(n
′

l
′

m
′

) −→ αµ+(nlm) + γ , n
′

> n , (13)

(g) Auger de-excitation:

αµ+(n
′

l
′

m
′

) + H −→ αµ+(nlm) + p + e− , n
′

> n . (14)

Experiments on muonic system are very difficult to perform due to the
muon’s short life time. Therefore, one possibility is to do experiments on
electronic systems and then scale them to muonic systems. This scaling
should be done carefully by taking into account appropriate threshold energy,
momentum transfer etc. Such scaling has been derived in the frame of Born
approximation [35] and is given by

σµ(v) =
me

mµ

[

1

(1 + ǫ)2

] [

σe

(

v

1 + ǫ

)

− ǫ2σe

(

ǫv

1 + ǫ

)]

,

ǫ = 2x − 1 −
[

(2x − 1)2 − 1
]0.5

, (15)

where σµ and σe are muonic and electronic cross sections, respectively. x is
equal to the ratio of collision energy to muon threshold energy and mµ and
me are reduced masses of muonic and electronic atoms, respectively. The
muon stripping reaction is either ionization or charge transfer and can occur
only before the αµ+ is slowed down from its initial velocity (5.83 a.u.) to
a velocity ≤ 1 a.u.. The kinetic of reactivation is described by the various
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rates in a set of coupled differential equations. The fraction of stripped
muonic helium ions in terms of population probabilities can be written as

dPst(t)

dt
=

∑

i

λ
(i)
st (v(t))Pi(t) , (16)

where λ
(i)
st (v(t)) are velocity-dependent stripping rates from the individual

energy levels and Pi(t) are the time-dependent population probabilities for
the state i of muonic helium ion. The time-dependent population probabil-
ities for the state i of the muonic helium ion are determined by

dPi(t)/dt = λ(i)
pop − Pi(t)λ

(i)
depop , (17)

where λ
(i)
pop and λ

(i)
depop are the rates of populating and de-populating prob-

ability of state i, respectively. These rates can be given by the following
relations:

λ(i)
pop =

∑

i′ (n
i
′ >ni)

(

λ
(i

′
→i)

Au + λ(i
′
→i)

ra + λ
(i

′
→i)

de−ex

)

Pi′

+
∑

i
′
(n

i
′ <ni)

λ(i
′
→i)

ex Pi′ +
∑

i
′
(n

i
′ =ni)

λ
(i

′
→i)

Stark Pi′ , (18)

λ
(i)
depop = λ

(i)
st +

∑

i′ (n
i
′ <ni)

(

λ
(i→i

′
)

Au + λ(i→i
′
)

ra + λ
(i→i

′
)

de−ex

)

+
∑

i
′
(n

i
′ >ni)

λ(i→i
′
)

ex +
∑

i
′
(n

i
′ =ni)

λ
(i→i

′
)

Stark , (19)

where λAu, λra, λde−ex, λex, λStark and λst are the Auger de-excitation,
radiative, Coulomb de-excitation, Coulomb excitation, Stark mixing and
striping rates, respectively. In general, λ is given by

λ = Nσv [sec−1] , (20)

where N , v and σ are density of surrounded media, relative velocity and
cross section for all processes under consideration, respectively. The exci-
tation rates were obtained using Born approximation given by Bracci and
Fiorentini [6]. Velocity dependent de-excitation rates are determined by sub-
stitution of λex in λn→1

de−ex = λ1→n
ex /n2. The ionization rates were obtained

by Eikonal Initial State-Continuum Distorted Wave (EIS-CDW) method
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given by Igarashi and Shirai [7]. The charge transfer rates are obtained by
Bracci and Fiorentini [6]. The Stark mixing and Auger rates were calcu-
lated using the formulas given by Leon and Bethe [8, 10]. The radiative
rates were obtained by scaling the results of hydrogen atom following Bethe
and Salpeter [9]. Summation over ni′ = ni for the Stark mixing term im-
plied over all angular momentum states with the same principle quantum
number. The time and velocity dependence in Eq. (16) are coupled through
the energy-loss equation for muonic helium ion given by

dEαµ

dt
= −vαµS(Eαµ) = −

(

2Eαµ

mαµ

)1/2

S(Eαµ) , (21)

where S = −dE/dx is the stopping power of the surrounding media and
mαµ is the mass of muonic helium ion. This coupling reveals the central
role for the stopping power in the reactivation process. Since the stopping
power depends only on charge and velocity (not on mass) of the particle, it
is possible to use the proton stopping power instead of αµ+. Stopping power
due to ionization-excitation for proton, deuteron, triton and α particles are
given by [36]

S =
dE

dx

[

MeV

m

]

= 4πr2
0z

2 mc2

β2
φZ

[

ln
(2mc2

I
β2γ2

)

− β2
]

, (22)

γ =
1

(1 − β2)1/2
, β =

v

c
,

where r0 is classical electron radius, c is speed of light in vacuum, z is charge
of the incident particle, φ is number of atoms/m3 of target, Z is atomic
number of the material and I is mean excitation potential of the target.
The initial conditions are: Eαµ(0) = Ein

αµ = 3.47MeV, Pst(0) = 0 and
the initial values of populated levels are determined by the initial sticking,
Pi(0) = ω0

s(i)/ω
0
s . The initial sticking probability, ω0

s and fractions of the
nl states are listed in Table I. The populations Pi(t) for n = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and
the l sublevels are treated in detail for n < 4. The reactivation coefficient R
is equivalent to the stripping fraction Pst(t) at t = ∞.

The intensity of X-ray transition in muonic helium ion is another quan-
tity which can be measured experimentally and calculated along with reac-
tivation coefficient (R). Muons in excited levels of the αµ+ may de-excite
under X-ray emission. The X-ray spectrum depends not only on the ini-
tial sticking in the atomic levels and the reactivation of the muon but also
on intra-atomic transitions due to inelastic collisions, internal and external
Auger effect and Stark mixing. The photon intensity per sticking event is
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calculated using

dγn−→n′/dt =
∑

i′(n
i
′ =n′)

∑

i(ni=n)

λ(i
′
→i)

ra Pi′ . (23)

The number of X-ray photons emitted per fusion is the most useful quantity
that can be measured experimentally. The X-ray yields for the n

′
−→ n

transition is given by

Y (n
′

−→ n) = γn
′
−→nω0

s . (24)

TABLE I

The fractions of the nl states, ω0
s(i)(%) and the initial sticking probability,

ω0
s(%) [34].

nl Fractions of the nl states, ω0
s(i)(%)

1s 0.7035
2s 0.1007
2p 0.0245
3s 0.0306
3p 0.0088
3d 0.0002

n = 4 0.0171
n = 5 0.0089

All others 0.0179

Total 0.9121

The K series corresponds to the n → 1 transitions. The intensities of
Kα, Kβ and Kγ are measurable quantities and can be obtained from further
investigation of the muonic atom process of the αµ+ excited states. Doppler
broadening will give us information on the αµ+ ion velocity during the
X-ray emission. For the Kα(n = 2 → n = 1) X-ray, a central energy of
8.2 keV with a Doppler broadening of 0.5 keV FWHM is expected [45]. The
Kα X-ray yield is given as Y (Kα) = γKα

ω0
s , where γKα

is the number of
X-rays emitted per αµ+ ion and can be obtained in the same way used to
calculate reactivation coefficient (R).

The calculation for muon stripping probability from αµ+ and the in-
tensity of X-ray transitions have been done by solving a set of coupled
differential equations numerically. The stopping power of muonic helium
ion as a function of velocity in different fuel densities have been shown in
Fig. 1. As it is clear from Fig. 1, the stopping power increases slowly with
decreasing velocity to reach a maximum then decreases rapidly. Also the
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stopping power increases with increasing density. The time-dependent pop-
ulation probabilities Pi(t) for 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d are shown in Fig. 2 for
a deuterium–tritium target at density φ = 1.2 L.H.D (L.H.D≡ Liquid Hy-
drogen Density = 4.25 × 1022 atoms/cm3). The initial populations of all
excited states are seen to drop to 0 during the stopping time, and only 1s
orbital stays occupied.
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Fig. 1. The stopping power of αµ+ as a function of velocity for different densities

0.05 and 0.2 to 4 by step of 0.2 L.H.D.
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Fig. 2. The population probabilities Pi(t) as a function of time in a D–T target at

density φ=1.2 L.H.D.

The time-dependent stripping fraction, Pst(t) and surviving fraction of the
initial kinetic energy, E/E0 are shown in Fig. 3. Slowing down of αµ+

from vαµ = 5.83 a.u. to vαµ ≈ 1 a.u. takes about tstop ≈ 4 × 10−11 sec.
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Fig. 3. Stripping fraction, R (heavy solid curve), surviving fraction of initial kinetic

energy, E/E0 (dashed curve) in a D–T target at density φ = 1.2 L.H.D.

This time is longer than the lifetime of the excited αµ+ states so that the
cascade of αµ+ actually takes place during the slowing down process. The
calculated reactivation coefficient, final sticking and the average number
of X-rays per sticking (Kα,Kβ,Kγ) as a function of density are shown in
Fig. 4 for φ < 4L.H.D. The most Kα radiation actually emitted by αµ+

atoms that formed in the ground state. If αµ+ is formed in the 2p state
more than one Kα(2p → 1s) X-ray expected per sticking. Our theoretical
results for stripping are compared in Table II with other theoretical and
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experimental data. It is evident that experimental results of the effective
sticking probability are smaller than the theoretical calculations, however,
our results agree well with experiment.

TABLE II

The reactivation coefficient, R and final sticking, ωs(%) for muonic helium ion in
different densities.

Source R ωs(%)
Density=1.2(L.H.D)

Present theory 0.391 0.555
Ref. [37] — 0.57 ± 0.07
Ref. [38] 0.36 0.57
Ref. [39] 0.248 0.664
Ref. [1] — 0.59

Experiments

PSI-Bossy et al., (1987)[40] — 0.39 ± 0.10
PSI-Breunlich et al., (1987)[28] — 0.45 ± 0.05
PSI-Petitjean et al., (1993)[12] — 0.48 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
LAMPF-Jones et al., (1993)[41] — 0.43 ± 0.05 ± 0.06
KEK-Nagamine et al., (1993)[42] — 0.51 ± 0.004
RIKEN-RAL-Ishida et al., (1999), Liquid [11] — 0.434± 0.030
RIKEN-RAL-Ishida et al., (1999), Solid [11] — 0.421± 0.030
RIKEN-Ishida et al., (2001)[43] — 0.532± 0.030

Density=1.45(L.H.D)

Present theory 0.395 0.551

Experiment

PSI-Petitjean (2001)[44] — 0.505± 0.029

3. Discussion and conclusion

In this investigation, the density dependence of probability of muon reac-
tivation, final sticking coefficient and intensity of X-rays emitted by muonic
helium ion have been studied numerically. In order to do this, we consider all
reactions that separate muon from muonic helium ion, namely coulomb exci-
tation and de-excitation, ionization, charge transfer, Stark mixing, radiative
transitions and Auger de-excitation. Using a set of coupled differential equa-
tions, the time dependence of muon reactivation coefficient (R) and surviving
fraction of the initial kinematic energy of αµ+ (E/E0) in the D–T mixture
for different fuel density have been calculated. The measurement of muonic
helium ion X-ray provides an independent method to test our knowledge
about muon reactivation and sticking. The present calculations for D–T
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media with a density of φ = 1.2 L.H.D for the Kα X-ray yield per fusion of
Y (Kα) = 0.252% agrees with experimental data of Y (Kα) = 0.242±0.017%
(liquid) and Y (Kα) = 0.250 ± 0.017% (solid) [11]. The intensity ratio
of Kβ and Kα X-rays emitted by αµ+, Y (Kα)/Y (Kβ) = 0.114 is still
larger than experimental data, Y (Kα)/Y (Kβ) = 0.075 ± 0.012 (liquid) and
Y (Kα)/Y (Kβ) = 0.060 ± 0.012 (solid) [11]. Results based on our approach
shown that the muon reactivation increases when the average number of
X-rays per sticking reduces with increasing density. Our calculated results
are in good agreement with available experimental data [11, 12, 28, 40–44] at
all. The energy required to produce a muon estimated to be about 5000MeV.
Since each deuterium and tritium fusion generates 17.6MeV, we see that the
number of catalysis reactions by a muon should be about 285 to reach the
scientific break-even (1/3 of the commercial break-even). The break-even
point is reached when the fusion process generates as much energy as was
initially put in (i.e., the energy output equals the energy input). The ob-
tained results show that the muon cycle coefficient increases almost slowly
with the density of deuterium and tritium mixture. The output energy of the
number of catalysis reactions by a muon in it’s lifetime (τµ = 2.197µsec), is
much smaller than the input energy required to produce a muon. Therefore,
a fusion energy system based on the muon catalyzed fusion in deuterium
and tritium fuel seems to be viable at plasma conditions with fuel densities
about 100 times of L.H.D.
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